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Connecting trunk pressure control

Technical Bulletin
CONNECTING TRUNK PRESSURE
CONTROL
The present technical bulletin contains technical
information aimed to support/improve Drass equipment
currently in operation.
You are kindly requested to:
-

Communicate if this document and those following should be sent
to different e-mail addresses.
Contact Drass for any clarification needed.
involve Drass for implementation of any suggested modifications.
always inform Drass of any modification to Drass equipment in
order to verify safety, allow traceability and life cycle support.

Please note that technical bulletins will be available for permanent
consultation at www.drass.it.

Reason for Issue
To enable chamber connecting trunk (spool) pressurization /
depressurization to be performed by external command.

Description
The DRASS original configuration permits the pressurization of the spool
by means of the equilibrium valve installed on the internal door of the
chamber (for example V1-1 or V1-3 on Figure 1). This valve is opened by
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the divers and the spool is pressurized by the gas present inside the
chamber lock.

Connecting trunk pressure control

The maximum spool pressure is always the lower of the two connected
chamber lock pressures as a check valve, installed on the lock chamber
door (V2-1 or V2-2 on Figure 1), discharges the spool overpressure
inside the lock with the lower pressure.

F IGURE 1. O RIGINAL

CONFIGURATION

The new configuration proposed allows the pressurization
depressurization of the spool by an external valve system.

and

To pressurize the spool, the external operator can open the
pressurization valve of the chamber pressurized at the lower pressure
(for example V4-5 on Figure 2) and will be able to check the actual
pressure inside the spool on pressure gauge M3-1.
With the new configuration it will be possible to completely depressurize
the spool to obtain a better insulation between the connected chambers.
To depressurize the spool, the external operator opens valve V4-8 and
can check the pressure inside the spool on pressure gauge M3-1.
The original configuration will be maintained in order to allow the
internal divers to be able to perform the equilibrium operation.
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To implement the modification, new gas schematic and spool body drawings
will be submitted to the class for approval.

F IGURE 2. N EW

CONFIGURATION PROPOSED

To make the modification it is necessary to:
remove the insulation from the spool
create 3 threaded holes (1/4” NPT) on the spool
perform a hydraulic test on the modified spool at 47.1 bar
reinstall the insulation around the spool
install 2 valves (one on the internal and one on the external side
of each hyperbaric chamber) on a spare coupling on each hyperbaric
chamber
install the new components on the spool
connect the new components with the hyperbaric chambers (piping
activity)
perform a leakage test of the new system (chambers and spool
together) at 31.4 bar
It must be noted that in order to perform the modification on the spool
body it is necessary to disconnect the spool.
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A moving / hoisting system for spool, potable magnetic drill machine and
plug/clamp for hydraulic test need to be supplied by the ship.
The components that will be installed on the chamber/spool will increase
the weight by a maximum of 5 kg.
The weight of the spool is approximately 1300 kg. (in the case of
hydraulic test it is necessary an additional weight of 260 kg.)
The total weight of the clamp system is 760 kg (380 kg per side).
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The two cover plugs for hydraulic test have a total weight of 200 kg
(100 kg per plug).

For a quotation and further information regarding this
modification, please contact claudia.ramirez@drass.it; with
sales@drass.it in c.c., with reference to “connecting trunk
pressure control FD40 – 00xx” as the subject.

Recommendations
1. Use only Drass original upgrade kit
2. Record the modification in the documentation of the diving
system
3. Report the execution of the improvement as per OEM
recommendations to the Class Surveyor during the annual
survey.
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